The paper deals with radiative impact of biomass burning plume reaching to Svalbard, Arctic. It is very interesting topic and important for radiation budget and climate in the Arctic. However, the presentation of the result is so limited that sometimes it is difficult to follow exactly.
In the revised version the chapter "3.3 The comparison of RF derived from MODTRAN and Fu-Liou simulations" is shortened -only a main outcome is left for this section, namely a brief information on the performance of our custom code to a fast model, as this is not the main result we wanted to emphasize. We moved the figure (Fig. 5) to the appendix.
Additionally, we added a new section concerning the comparison between modeled and measured irradiances (see section 3.3 of the revised manuscript).
For example, Fig. 3 should be one of the main result to be shown; however, it is of some poor expression. In the figure caption, no explanation was made for observed flux (Rad F) and RF (Rad RF). I could not find any curves for Fu-Liou in the figure! Indeed, the Referee is right. We missed that the caption is ill-copied and should be as following: Temporal variability of (a) the surface radiation fluxes: total incoming flux with the presence of aerosols F in (black) and without aerosol load F cin (blue), as well as total outgoing flux F out (red), simulated by MODTAN (dots) and measured by radiometers (lines). The gaps in the radiometer data refer to the cloud contamination. Sub-figure (b) presents radiative forcing at the surface RF surf (green) and at the top of atmosphere RF toa (orange).
Also, why observed flux or RF has large gaps?
The explanation is included on P15 L30-L35, quoted below: Radiometer data represent all-sky conditions, since the discussed BB event is extremely complicated and therefore a possible cloud contamination seems to be impossible to separate entirely. However, periods with a clear influence of clouds were removed (i.e. 15:00-21:00 10 th July), therefore the presented mean value of RF , lacks the most intense period (see Fig. 4b ).
We added a short note in the figure caption to emphasize the above information. As this chapter is one of the main results in the paper, we rephrased it to state our result more clearly.
The major aim of the paper is only radiative effect, but that of BB plume. As for BB plume, we can only know very limited information from Fig. 2 (vertical distribution of extinction coefficients). I know that your group (including yourself as co-author) has already several papers related to this same BB and Markowicz et al. (2016a) shows comprehensive feature of BB plume. Even duplicated, some information be helpful to be shown in this paper also (for example, just like Fig. 2, 3 , 4 or 10 in Markowicz et al., 2016a) .
Thank you for this comment. We added a new (brief) chapter about the overall characteristics of the event in terms of aerosol optical properties. It is based on the similar figure to Fig. 10 from Markowicz et al., 2016a , highlighting the temporal variability of the optical and microphysical properties of the aerosol.
Specific comments
Ny-Alesund should be written "Ny-Ålesund" Corrected as suggested. Fig. 1 : Though the figure occupies whole page, the information it shows seems to be not so interesting for the reader. Also, what is "white-sky albedo"?
The figure was moved to the appendix and the meaning of white-sky albedo was explained. This is the method (also referred to as bihemispherical albedo), that applies the integration of BRDF over all viewing directions using only the diffuse irradiance.
P14, L5, 15, P16, L6: Relations with clouds are explained in several parts; however, we have no information on clouds in any figures. It is difficult to follow.
In the revised manuscript, Fig. 1b presents the occurrence of clouds in the respective period of time.
P15, L32, 34: What is Fcin or Fcout? There are no such symbols in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 : Explanation/ figure caption of Fig. 3 is limited. What is the large gaps in observed radiative fluxes (P16, L7 says radiometer data are removed -not easy to understand). There are no flux or RF of "within the atmosphere (subscript atm)" in the figure! There is no results by Fu-Liou. What is "Rad"? There is no explanation in the caption.
We apologize for the typo. Nevertheless, the explanation of ILES is included when the EULAG model is described (section 2.1). In the line under consideration, we added the according note in the brackets "(see section 2.1)" after the abbreviation. Fig. 7 : Is the wavy pattern in (a) meaningful? It seems to be rather artificial due to small change of vertical gradient of (T).
The vertical variability of a heating rate at a reference simulation ( fig. 7a ) used for EULAG calculations is vastly connected with the shape of specific humidity profile, and accordingly with the water vapor absorption bands. The heating rate at the so called polluted simulation ( fig. 7d ) additionally is a function of both the single-scattering albedo and aerosol load in the layers (the extinction coefficient profile).
Conclusion: Items of conclusion seems to be different from results and discussions. To indicate these conclusions, you need to add more discussions to connect to these conclusions.
We kindly disagree with the referee. The sentences used in the conclusions are almost a literal copy of the statements from the results. We may speculate that the fist version of the manuscript was a bit chaotic and therefore the main outcome from specific sections may have been missed. We hope, that in the revised manuscript, this issue doesn't appear any more.
P25, L 8: What is "the first" and "the latter".
Thank you, we rephrased the sentence.
P25, L10-11: RFEssurf obtained for wild fires from boreal regions, -any reference?
Corrected by adding Markowicz et al., 2016b , Markowicz et al., 2002 and additionally Garcia et al., 2012 . Thank you.
P25. L19: What is "ILES"?
The explanation of ILES (Implicit Large Eddy Simulations) is included when the EULAG model is described (section 2.1). We added the reference note in the section 3.7 when it is mentioned for the first time in the results. P25, L24: Impact on the atmospheric dynamics is not clearly described in the manuscript. -P25, L26-27: The meaning of the sentence "Thus, it is expected ... " is not clear.
Both sentences revealed shortcomings in English, we apologize for that. In the revised manuscript they were rephrased as following:
In this study we have shown that long-range transport of wildfire aerosols from Alaska to European Arctic, certainly has a significant impact on radiative properties. Furthermore, our results also indicate an impact on atmospheric dynamics. We believe that the detailed studies on this topic are needed, especially considering a significant positive trend in mid-latitudes fire frequency during the summer season in the last 25 years; and therefore possibly more frequent advection over the Arctic region (Young et al., 2016) References: Descriptions are not complete in some, for example, Markowicz et al., 2002 , or2017b , Stone et al., 2008 , Wang et al., 2006 Thank you, we improved this section.
The Anonymous Referee #2
We wanted to thank the reviewer for raising issues that limit the understanding of the paper as it helped us to improve the paper. We hope that the reviewer will be satisfied with the changes made to the new version of the paper.
Major comment
[...] I found it difficult to fully assess the quality of the paper due to English language and grammar issues, which should be addressed before publication. Due to the number of such errors I am not able to point them all out in this review. [...] The paper went through a major reorganization regarding English shortcomings along with English-proof reading.
Specific comments
Along with Myhre et al. (2013) , the manuscript could include a citation to Sand et al., (2017) , who investigated specifically the radiative forcing of aerosols in the Arctic in the AeroCom phase II models.
Indeed, both papers were significant for the section, thank you.
P2., l. 16, For IPCC results, Myhre et al. (2013b) might be a better reference than Pachauri et al., (2014) The referee is right. Corrected.
P.2, l.34: Do you really mean reducing "values", not reducing data coverage?
True, we meant 'data coverage', thank you.
P.4, ll. 2 -10: I think authors should clearly indicate here their own new/original contributions in this paper , and what work (e.g. simulations) was already performed for previous studies such as Markowicz et al. (2017b) .
Corrected as requested. In the revised paper the section is written as follows:
Previously presented by scientific papers, and characterized in this research, was the study of smoke transport over the Arctic during July 2015. Markowicz et al., 2016a reported the temporal and spatial variability of aerosol single-scattering properties measured by in situ and ground-based remote sensing instruments over Svalbard and in Andenes, Norway. Moroni et al., 2017 , discussed morphochemical characteristics and mixing state of smoke particles in Ny-Ålesund as indicated by DEKATI 12-stage low volume impactor, combined with scanning electron microscopy. Markowicz et al., 2017b on the other hand, presented a comprehensive description of smoke radiative and optical properties on a regional scale. The paper examined ageing processes of the smoke plume under study, while transported from the source region across the High Arctic. Simple Fu-Liou radiative transfer model, combined with NAAPS aerosol transport model, were used to determine the spatial distribution of aerosol single-scattering properties and RF s for the period of 5-15 July 2015, in the area to the north of 55 o N, where the transport of BB aerosol was observed. In this paper, we utilise MODTRAN radiative transfer simulations and aerosol optical properties obtained from in situ and ground-based remote sensing instruments, to retrieve clear-sky direct RF over the area close to Ny-Ålesund. The research aims to estimate the biases connected with (i) hygroscopicity, (ii) variability of ω profiles, and (iii) plane-parallel closure of the modeled atmosphere. The main outcome of this research is the implementation of new methodology to retrieve the profile of ω at ambient conditions, utilising in situ measurements and lidar profiles (section 3.2). Simulated RF s were compared to simple radiative transfer model (section 3.5). Section 3.6 shows an example of RF distribution at the surface, in the vicinity of Kongsfjorden. The last part presents the influence of unstably stratified biomass burning air masses on the turbulence development, which is shown in section 3.7. Additionally, we confirmed the source region of the BB plume. A chemical weather model with satellite-derived biomass burning emissions was used to interpret the transport and transformations pathways. P7., section 2.2 : If I understand correctly, the in -situ measurements (e.g. SMPS, PSAP), are performed at the surface. Can you give reasons why these values are representative of the whole column , since the plumes extends at relatively high altitudes, and the Arctic surface and free troposphere are often decoupled.
In the revised manuscript, we added an explanatory section concerning our assumptions to ω and g retrieval, quoted below:
Vertical profiles of single-scattering properties at ambient conditions are used as input parameters to MODTRAN and Monte Carlo calculations. The retrieval is based on the in situ singlescattering properties, measured at the surface in dry conditions (denoted later on as superscript 'd'), and on vertical profiles of σ a ext , as well as RH at ambient conditions (hereinafter superscript 'a') from KARL lidar and radio-sounding data.
In the reference to temporal variability of range-corrected signal, measured at 532 nm by Micropulse Lidar, Markowicz et al, 2016a , characterize smoke plume as a rather well-mixed layer of BB aerosol extending from around 4 -6 km on 9 th to 0 -3.5 km later on. Both contributions of BB-like aerosol in the NAAPS AOD, estimated on the level as high as 80%, and the similarity between columnar and in situ aerosol extensive properties such as α (Markowicz et al, 2016a) , suggest that smoke plume may have crossed PBL and mixed with the lowermost part of the troposphere. Additionally, very little aerosol load existing above smoke plume plays a minor role in affecting the radiative properties of the atmosphere and therefore may be neglected. This is why, in the presented methodology, we assume no changes in chemical composition vertically, so that most of the possible vertical variability of ω a at ambient conditions, is attributed to changes in RH. Therefore, we approximate initial profiles of ω d and R d ef f by setting them up to the values of in situ measurements and consider them constant with altitude. By introducing hygroscopic growth model for particles with known size distribution, one may obtain ω a profile as well as g a .
Indeed, we rephrased the sentence. Figure 3 . There are several issues with this figure. First, the caption does not seem to match the contents, as the "Rad" quantities, which seem to be observations, are not explained in the caption. The caption mentions Fu -Liou results that are apparently not shown. The quantities do not seem to be daily mean values. In addition, RF quantities in panel b should use different colors/symbols than the F results in panel a , as the current choices is very confusing.
Thank you, we didn't notice that the caption was ill-copied. In the revised manuscript, the caption matches the figure.
We changed the colors/symbols in the b panel for the clarity. This difference is a result of low cloud appearance at around noon 11
th July, as explained in the section 3.1. In the revised version of the manuscript we removed all cloud-contaminated data from this figure, also the F in after 11:30 July 11.
Pp. 15, 16: This section should include more paragraphs breaks to better separate the different ideas.
The paragraph breaks were added. P. 16, l. 6: How would increase turbulence lead to higher variability in F in ?
We apologize for this linguistic shortcoming. The higher variability of F in on 10 th is a direct effect of the appearance of cumulus clouds. They, in turn, result from: (1) the aerosol activation based on the most common mechanism of cloud formation and (2) the instability of the atmospheric dynamics, as this is the reason why cumulus clouds are formed rather than other clouds.
After rephrasing, this sentence should be as follows:
We may expect that higher variability of Rad F in , visible by comparison to the 9 th July, together with an appearance of clouds inside the smoke plume, are likely to result from both a possible BB aerosol activation and increased turbulence. Further to this, a number of high-and mid-level cumulus clouds are reported around noon and in the afternoon (Markowicz et al., 2016) . P. 17, l. 17: Explain the meaning of "RFE" when it is first introduced. For what reason is RFE a more accurate quantity for intercomparisons?
Corrected as suggested. RFE is a more accurate quantity for inter-comparison only when intrinsic properties of the plume are taken under consideration as it was stated in the further part of the sentence. However, in the revised version of the manuscript this sentence, after rephrasing of the paragraph was omitted.
Corrected as suggested.
P. 18, ll. 13 -18: I do not think it is needed here to remind the meaning of the different colors on Figure 4 , since they are already explained on the Figure. We agree, thank you for this suggestion.
P. 19, l. 4 and elsewhere: The correct reference is Lund Myhre et al. (2007) , not Myhre et al., since "Lund Myhre" is the last name of the first author.
Corrected as suggested.
P. 19, l. 12 -15 : This section would be clearer if the analysis of Figure 4 started with this remark , since the most obvious result from Figure 4 is that there is a very good agreement for RF between MODTRAN and Fu -Liou.
We agree with the reviewer and changed the text accordingly. The main reason for the modeled discrepancies in RF E are (1) the differences in inputs to models, in particular the assumed aerosol optical properties and secondarily PW as well as (2) the distinction between solvers of the radiative transfer equations used in both models, that may give different results even though the exact inputs are assumed. The latter issue is more widely described in the following paper: Myhre, G. et al,2009 :Intercomparison of radiative forcing calculations of stratospheric water vapour and contrails, METEOROL Z, 18(6), pp585-596.
Note, this part of the section was moved to the appendix B. This was requested by the Referee 1 being concerned that the inter-comparison between RTM models was not the main subject of the manuscript and additionally unnecessarily lengthened the paper. P. 20, l. 7: " In the previous sections, we discussed the RF computed for a single cell " maybe this should also be mentioned explicitly in the beginning of the previous sections, e.g. at the beginning of 3.2.
We decided to add this information in the description of models. P. 20, l l . 13 -14: Why not show RF directly, instead of this relative value? This should maybe be explained when the equations are discussed.
In the revised manuscript, we added the following information to the 2.3.4 section with 3D Monte Carlo equations:
The results from 3D Monte Carlo model, as mentioned earlier, are used to characterise spatial variability of RF and therefore to diagnose possible uncertainties resulting from using single-column radiative transfer models, represented by MODTRAN and Fu-Liou codes. Taking into account the above goals, we resigned from performing time-consuming simulations of daily mean broadband RF s for the model domain; and instead we relied on the relative value of RF calculated for 1 λ, with respect to its value at TOA at a given zenith angle. Such an approach allowed for defining higher spatial resolution. Since values go from negative to positive, it would be a lot clearer to use a divergence colormap where 0 is indicated by a special color, for example white. It is also unclear to a reader unfamiliar with the "ICA" terminology what is the exact difference between panels a and b. I understand that the point is to study the effect of e.g. topog raphy on the RF calculations, but consider writing a more explicit caption, and consider including in the text an explanation of the difference between these two calculations and the aim of this 2 -panel comparison.
The label to the colorbar was added. Regarding the divergence colormap, we kindly disagree with the referee, as this would limit the number of colors used for the negative RFs. As the area of a positive RF is very small, we feel that this change is not of a great importance. Instead we added a black line to the colorbar highlighting 0 value. Figure 6 : Results seem to show a negative RF over high -albedo surfaces. Other studies (e.g. Sand et al., 2017) often showed a positive RF of BB aerosols over snow and ice. Is this due to the high single -scattering albedo here ? To a relatively low surface albedo c ompared to typical snow and ice -co vered surfaces in the Arctic ? Fig.6 in the manuscript and the work by Sand et al. (2017) present radiative forcing at different levels. The figure shows aerosol radiative forcing at the surface while Sand et al (2017) at the top of the atmosphere. Aerosol radiative forcing at the surface is typically negative.
Conclusion: If possible, use the full name of the quantities discussed in the conclusion , e.g. "heating rate", instead of the "rh" notation . This averages refer to the BB event, in particular 14:00 July 9 th -11:30 July 11 th . We changed the sentence accordingly.
P. 25, l . 7: Are you really comparing modelled RF to observations in this study?
We apologize for this shortcoming in English. We have changed the sentence to match the actual meaning. Nevertheless, note that we also added a comparison of modeled and measured Fs. 
Impact of a Strong

Introduction
Wildfires are considered significant sources of carbon in the atmosphere. It is estimated that up to 2.0 Pg of carbon aerosol is released into the atmosphere each year (Van der Werf et al., 2010) . In the past 100 years, an intensification of fires in 1 mid-latitudes is observed appreciably affecting radiative and optical properties of the atmosphere (Mtetwa and McCormick, 2003) . The emitted particles from biomass burning (BB) sources mainly consist of organic and black carbon (IPCC, 2001 ) of which 90% are built of the fine mode regarding aerosol size distribution (Dubovik et al., 2002) . The impact of the plume on the atmospheric instability conditions and its rather small particle radius might result in a rapid transport on an intercontinental scale, within just several days (Nikonovas et al., 2015) . Thus, it is likely that the biomass burning aerosol considerably affects 5 the optical and radiative properties of the atmosphere in the substantial part of the globe. The influence of BB aerosol is manifested by heating the air layer where transport takes place. Regarding the columnar properties however, it implies weak cooling effects at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) due to predominant scattering properties of the plume (Hansen et al., 2004) .
The magnitude of its impact is nevertheless strongly dependent on the chemical composition that results from the adversative radiative response of the atmosphere exposed to black and organic carbon, being negative for the latter (Myhre et al., 2013a (Bond et al., 2013; Ortiz-Amezcua et al., 2017; Koch et al., 2009; Dubovik et al., 2000) . This is the reason why AERONET level 2 data validation is performed only for τ 440 more than 0.5 and solar zenith angle above 50 o (Dubovik et al., 2002) . This,
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in turn, leads to a significant reduction of values calculated for ::: data :::::::: coverage :::::::: calculated ::: for ::: the Arctic region (Markowicz et al., 2017a properties. The impact of water uptake by aerosol is significant, regarding soluble particles when exposed to a ::::::: relative :::::::: humidity ::::: (RH) :: of : more than 40%, resulting in the enhancement of : a ::::::
particle :::::::: scattering ::::::::::: cross-section : (Orr et al., 1958) . Some studies apply empirical formulas of an enhancement factor f (RH) This chapter consists of a few subsections dedicated to a brief description of all data and models used in this research. In paragraph 2.1 we will focus on characterization of all models used to track the transport of smoke, as well as to calculate the impact of the BB plume :: on ::::::: radiative :::: and :::::::: dynamical ::::::::: properties :: of ::: the :::::::::: atmosphere. 'reference').
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The Fu-Liou v. 200503 (Fu and Liou, 1992, 1993) :::: RTM : uses the δ 2/4 stream solver, applied for 6 shortwave and 12 longwave spectral bands. The optical properties of the atmosphere are calculated by the correlated-k distribution method, defined for each spectral band (Fu and Liou, 1992) . The optical properties of aerosols, as well as thermodynamical properties of the atmosphere, were based on the results provided by the NAAPS re-analysis (Lynch et al., 2016) . Fu-Liou was used to determine the spatial distribution of RF for the period 5 -15 July 2015 in the area to the north of 55N, where the transport 15 of BB aerosol was observed. The results of these simulations are presented in Markowicz et al. (2017b) . In this paper, we compare the results of our retrieval from MODTRAN simulations and robust Fu-Liou code over the area close to Ny-Alesund.
The :::::: NAAPS : (Navy Aerosol Analysis and Prediction System(NAAPS) is the semi-lagrangian aerosol transport model run on a 1x 1grid and 6 temporal resolution and with 28 vertical layers (Hogan and Rosmond, 1991) . NAAPS model utilises 5 basic processes including emission from the source, mixing and diffusion within the PBL, dispersion and advection due to 20 the wind as well as wet and dry deposition (Lynch et al., 2016) . Recently, a new version of NAAPS model was implemented, which assimilates quality controlled τ values retrieved from MODIS and MISR products (Hyer et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2014) .
Furthermore, thermodynamics fields are taken from the Operational Global Analysis and Prediction System (NOGAPS; Hogan and Rosmon
The results were used as inputs to Fu-Liou simulations. ) :::::: global :::::: aerosol :::::: model ::::::::: re-analysis ::::::::::::::::: (Lynch et al., 2016) .
3D effects of the RF were calculated using 3D forward Monte Carlo code (Marshak et al., 1995) , which utilises : a : maximum 25 cross-section method to compute photon paths in the three-dimensional model of the atmosphere (Marchuk et al., 2013) . A number of modifications were made to the original setup of the code, including such phenomena as absorption of photons by atmospheric gases , reflection and absorption at the undulated Earth's surface Górecka, 2012, 2017) . The proposed by Ricchiazzi and Gautier (1998) .
Implicit large-eddy simulations (ILESs) were performed using the 3D nonhydrostatic anelastic Eulerian-semi-Lagrangian (EULAG) model (Prusa et al., 2008) , to estimate the dynamical response of the atmosphere induced by the BB plume. The Global Environmental Multiscale model with atmospheric chemistry (GEM-AQ; Côté et al., 1998; Kaminski et al., 2008) ,
was run in a global configuration with a uniform grid resolution of 0.9 o . The vertical domain was defined on 28 hybrid levels with the model top at 10 hPa. Biomass burning emissions were taken from the Global Fire Assimilation System (GFAS; Kaiser et al., 2012) . In addition to comprehensive tropospheric chemistry, the GEM-AQ model has 5 size-resolved :::::: aerosol species: sea salt, sulphate, black carbon, organic carbon, and dust. The microphysical processes that describe formation and transformation of aerosols are calculated by a sectional aerosol module (Gong, 2003) . The particle mass is distributed into 12 20 logarithmically spaced bins from 0.005 to 10.24 µm. The aerosol module accounts for: nucleation, condensation, coagulation, sedimentation and dry deposition, in-cloud oxidation of SO 2 , in-cloud scavenging, and below-cloud scavenging by rain and snow. Calculations of τ are done on-line for all bins and aerosol species. Extinction cross-sections are taken from the AODSEM model (Aubé et al., 2000 (Aubé et al., , 2004 
Instruments
In this section, we present a brief description of all instruments :::::: located :: in ::::::::::: Ny-Ålesund, used for this research study (Tab. 1).
For a more detailed specification, one is encouraged to read a section concerning instrumentation in Markowicz et al. (2016a) . (Herber et al., 2002) . Corrections included temperature variability, Langley methodology, and cloud-screening algorithms Alexandrov et al., 2004) .
Extinction profiles were retrieved from KARL Raman lidar. The instrument uses Nd:Yag laser pulse at 355, 532, 1064
nm with the power of 10 W at each wavelength, to obtain backscatter and extinction coefficients. Also, the depolarization is measured at water vapour channels (407, 660 nm). The detection is carried out by 70 cm mirror with a 1.75 mrad field of view, :::: and the overlap issue is fulfilled at 700 m a.g.l. Further details :::: may be found in Hoffmann (2011) and Ritter et al. (2016) . 
Continuous measurements of radiation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(1) (Ricchiazzi and Gautier, 1998) :
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 'a') from KARL lidar and radio-sounding data. 
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Algorithm for delivering single scattering albedo profile ω at ambient conditions From absorption (σ abs ) and scattering (σ scat ) coefficients at 530 nm ::: (for :::::: details ::: see :::: Tab. :: 1), ω can be calculated yielding:
at ambient and dry conditions. Subsequently, since σ abs is a weak function of RH ::::::::::::::: (Zieger et al., 2011) , the assumption that σ 
where superscripts 'a' and 'd' refer to ambient and dry conditions respectively (Zieger et al., 2010) . f (λ, z(RH)) factor is calculated for 532 . Ultimately, ::::::::: Ultimately, ::::: from : 3 :::: and : 4 :::::::: formulas, : we may introduce the equation for ω a satisfying:
Therefore, to derive the relationship between the aerosol water uptake and a particular aerosol species, the Handel model (Hänel, 1976) of growth factor f (RH) is used, relating hygroscopicity of aerosols with relative humidity, yielding:
where γ parameter represents the indicator of :::::: particle hygroscopicity. Larger γ is referred to more hygroscopic aerosols. In this study, a literature value of γ was introduced, equal to 0.18, which applies for biomass burning aerosols ::::::::::::::: (Reid et al., 2005 Zieger et al., 2011; Bar-Or et al., 2012) . Coefficient κ however, refers to particle hygroscopicity, with respect to the Raoult effect. In this study we neglect the effect of broadening of the aerosol size distribution spectra, due to diffusional growth of particles for simplification purposes. (Carrico et al., 2010) .
The size distributions of aerosols at ambient conditions were estimated by introducing the hygroscopic growth factor χ(RH),
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related to growth of particles due to water uptake, yielding:
where D is the diameter of the particle at the : a : certain RH (Zieger et al., 2010 :::
The ::::::: relative net irradiance F rel net at the Earth's surface was computed according to the equation:
where :::: F net : is the net irradiance aligned with the direction of the vector normal to the sloping surface in column (k, l), F toa is the downward irradiance at TOA, N toa is the number of photons incident at TOA(k, l), S s is the area of the Earth's surface 10 within the column (k, l), S c is the area of the cell (k, l), N is the number of photons absorbed by the Earth's surface within the column (k, l), and w j is the weight of the j th photon absorbed by the Earth's surface within the column (k, l).
The short-wave direct aerosol radiative forcing (spectral relative radiative forcing) , RF rel (λ), is expressed as:
where superscript 'aer' stands for a clear-sky conditions with an aerosol included and superscript '0' for a clear-sky without 15 one. We can also define RF with respect to the cell surface S c instead of the actual surface within a given column S s : the :::::: above :::::: paper, ::: the : representation of BB plumes lasting in the atmosphere for more than 3 days , ::: in :::::::: literature, :: is :::::: rather (c1−4) at ambient conditions, radio-sounding profiles of relative humidity RH (d1−4) : , and potential temperature θ (e1−4). Blue transparent layers denote temperature inversions (Tinv). F in : is additionally strongly affected by the optical and physical properties of the advected smoke. The model's performance at background conditions might be validated at the period between 7:00 to 14:00 UTC on 9 th July. It represents the clear-sky period with an infinitesimal load of aerosols, typical for summer background conditions in the Arctic. surface and 3.5 , as indicated by ceilometer and lidar measurements. From the latter, one might conclude :::: over ::::::::::: Ny-Ålesund, reported negative values at TOA and a warming ::::::: positive :::: ones : when an atmospheric layer is considered. In overall, the described plume had about 31 higher (in magnitude) influence at the surface in comparison to TOA.
Model calculations usually overestimate Mod RF surf values, which on average deviate from Rad RF surf by around 32.9 %, 5 possibly related to all-sky conditions which increase diffusive flux. This result should be additionally interpreted with caution since RF surf from radiometers might be cloud contaminated and cause increased variability of the obtained quantity.
High single-scattering albedo values and negative RF toa clearly show that scattering is dominant with respect to the light absorption contribution. Indeed, absorption species (mainly BC) are able to mitigate the cooling effect of the BB event into
::
in the atmosphere, but not sufficient to change the RF sign. This means that BC particles play a minor role with respect Although RFs reported in our study agree with other results, we believe that RF E surf is more accurate quantity to intercompare with other studies regarding intrinsic aerosol properties. The mean ::::::::::::::::: (Moroni et al., 2017 Mod ω a is calculated yielding (Schafer et al., 2014) : surface. Figure : : 5 presents the daily mean values of RF s derived from MODTRAN and Fu-Liou calculations for BB2015 event at the surface, ::::: within ::: the atmosphere (RF atm ), as well as at TOA for clear-sky conditions. On 9 th July a mean RF surf is -29. (Lund Myhre et al., 2007) . In the last day of the measured BB event over Ny-Alesund RFs slightly decreased in comparison to 20 the 10 th July. However, they were still significantly high when compared to the calculated mean impact of absorbing aerosols in the summertime for the Arctic region of -1.2 at the surface and -0.19 at TOA (Breider et al., 2017) . RF surf reached levels of -67.6 and -71.0 respectively. One might see a noticeable inversion of a relation between clear-sky MODTRAN and Fu-Liou simulations where the latter was usually lower (in magnitude) in comparison to MODTRAN, and it might be related both to a significant difference in the mean ω a as well as τ 550 as indicated in Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of RF rel (Eq. 10) at the surface and compares it to the distribution derived using the ICA approach. The mean values of RF and the standard deviations are compared in Table 3 . In the analysed case, the domain mean values and standard deviation of RF rel is -0.1817 ± 0.1066 for the RF calculated with respect to the real inclined surface (i.e. per unit area of the inclined surface; compare Eq. 7-8 :::: 9-10), and RF cell rel is -0.1875 ± 0.1104 when the RF is calculated 30 with respect to the horizontal cell surface (i.e. per unit area of the cell surface; compare Eq. 9 :: 11). There is a large difference between the RF over water and land surfaces, which is mainly due to differences in surface albedo between these regions.
For the fjord surface, an absolute value of RF is smaller and weakly variable over the fjord surface, mean RF cell rel is equal to mean RF rel and reaches -0.2632 ± 0.0092. Its coefficient of variation is 3.5%. The actual value of RF variability over the sea may be even lower, because the noise of Monte Carlo method may enhance it. The land ::: RF :: is ::::::::::: characterized : with both RF cell rel and RF rel less negative mean values of -0.1395 ± 0.1180, as well as -0.1326 ± 0.1084 respectively, and much stronger surface variability. The respective coefficients of variation are 84.6% and 81.7%. In our simulation, the variability of RF over the sea Figure 6. is caused by an impact of the surrounding land only. Apart from shading the sky and the sun by the orography, the spatial variability of RF and its deviations from the plane-parallel RF values, are caused by positive net horizontal photon transfer 5 from the land area. Horizontal photon transfer due to reflection between the atmosphere and the underlying surface is efficient over bright areas, such as snow-covered land and glaciers. The horizontal distance of the photon transmission outside the bright underlying surface, relates to the effective height at which the radiation reflected upward by the Earth's surface, is reflected downward by the atmosphere. The net horizontal transport is observed for both atmospheres, with and without aerosols, but in each case the effective height of reflection is different. An appearance of dense, low-lying aerosol layer reduces the effective 10 reflection height and thus : , ::: the horizontal distance the photons can travel over the fjord, ; : but at the same time, it intensifies the reflectance of the atmosphere, compared to the case without aerosols. Thus the gradient in irradiance, with distance from the reflective land is stronger in the aerosol case. The atmosphere without aerosols acts similarly to a very thin cloud located higher over the Earth's surface, while aerosol layer can be compared to a thicker cloud with its base at a lower height (Rozwadowska and Górecka, 2012 of the land surface, slope exposition concerning the sun, and shading of the sun by the mountains. The impact of photons reflected from nearby sunlit slopes and horizontal photon transport due to multiple reflections between the sky and the surface on RF variability, are of secondary importance over the land.
In the analysed case, the highest magnitude of negative RF was found for sun-facing slopes of white sky albedo of around 0.2. In such places, the effective solar zenith angle is relatively low and a high contribution of the direct solar radiation to the 10 total irradiance results in a substantial reduction in the surface irradiance due to the presence of aerosols, Using the ICA approach to RF estimation results in an underestimation of the surface variability in the RF, also results
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in biased domain mean values of the RF . In the case under study, the mean difference between the more accurate RF for the horizontal cell surface and the RF calculated using the plane-parallel approach, RF cell rel and RF pp rel are -0.0032 ± 0.0699, which is 1.9 % of the mean RF cell rel . This, in conversion to daily mean shortwave RF, gives the average error not exceeding 2 Wm −2 while using the plane-parallel approach. Thus, it is almost as high as the effect of ω d translation to ambient conditions considered in our study. Additionally, the mean bias is higher for the sea than for the land. However, for individual where the mean bias equals 0.233.
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3.7 Impact of biomass burning aerosol on the atmospheric dynamics :::::
ILESs :::: (see :::::: section :::: 2.1) performed using the EULAG model indicates an appreciable impact of the BB plume on atmospheric dynamics. Figure 7 presents the development of potential temperature and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in a reference simulation (Fig. 7b,c) representing a clear atmosphere , :: as :::: well :: as : in a polluted simulation (Fig. 7e,f) , including effects related to the BB plume. Initial profiles used in the simulations are based on the radio-sounding from 10 th July 12:00 UTC and the 5 applied heating rates ::::: given, ::: by:
where ::::::: whereby ρ is air density and C is a specific heat capacity defined both for short-and longwave, irradiances are obtained The performed EULAG simulations are based on profiles retrieved 10 th July 2015 11:30 UTC and simulation :::::::: Simulation data is stored at 8 h intervals.
from MODTRAN simulations for 10 th July 11:30 UTC. The r h profiles for the reference case (Fig. 7a ) and the aerosol polluted case (Fig. 7d) both show a thin layer near the surface (z<0.5 km) : with significant heating; : : 2.7 and 3.4 Kday −1 respectively.
Above 0.5 km, the reference case indicates the cooling of the atmosphere at a rate of approximately of 1 Kday −1 , while in the polluted case, another layer with significant heating effects is visible between altitudes of 1 and 3.5 km. The heating rate in the lower part of this layer is around 0.2 Kday −1 , while in the upper part it reaches values of up to 1.8 Kday −1 . The two simulations have the same initial profile of θ which is represented by the navy blue lines in Figure 7b ,e. There is a layer between altitudes of 2 and 3 km with nearly constant initial θ, but in general, it decreases with altitude. Due to the stable initial stratification and the lack of, e.g. strong surface heating, turbulence develops slowly in the performed simulations (see TKE profiles in Fig. 7c,f and :: it ::::::: extends : up to 0.5 km at the time t=48 h. After 24 h, a second turbulent layer starts to develop in the polluted case, at an altitude of approximately 3.4 km. The thickness of this layer increases with time,
and at t=48 h, it covers altitudes between 2.5 and 4.2 km with maximum TKE values of 0.3 m 2 s −2 and updrafts/downdrafts with vertical velocities of around 1 ms −1 . By contrast, the flow in the reference case remains almost non-turbulent above 0.5 km, with vertical velocities close to zero throughout the simulation period. In the regions with relatively high TKE, θ becomes 10 nearly constant with altitude, and the polluted simulation indicates that the initially well-mixed layer around z=2.5 km expands and moves upwards over time.
Outside the clearly turbulent regions very little vertical mixing takes place, and the potential temperature is approximately
given by:
15 where 'z' symbolises altitude and 't' time.
Conclusions
This paper presented the investigation of : a ::::: strong :::::::::::::: biomass-burning :::::: plume :::::::: advection : that was observed during 9 th -11 th July 2015 :::: over the Arctic. In this ::::::: research ::::: study, we focused on the local perturbations in the radiation budget as well as atmospheric dynamics concerning the Ny-Ålesund area on Spitsbergen. The discussed BB :::::::::::::: biomass-burning :::::: aerosol : advection was one of 20 the most spectacular regarding :: the : last 25 years (Lund Myhre et al., 2007) , with all aerosol optical properties typical for the summer conditions enhanced by the factor of more than 10. In particular, mean daily values of τ 550 , PW and ω :::::: aerosol -ILES indicates that the main impact of the BB plume on the atmospheric dynamics is a graduate vertical expansion and positive displacement of the BB layer characterized by neutral stratification. The ::::::: turbulent :::::: kinetic :::::: energy in the simulated
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BB layer is around 0.3 m 2 s −2 . In a reference simulation without effects from the BB plume included, the flow remained nearly non-turbulent throughout the simulation period. a significant impact :: on ::::::: radiative ::::::::: properties. :::::::::::: Furthermore, ::: our :::::: results :::: also ::::::: indicate :: an :::::: impact ::: on : atmospheric dynamics. We believe that the detailed studies on this topic are needed, especially considering a significant positive trend in mid-latitudes fire frequency during the summer season in the last 25 years : ; ::: and :::::::: therefore ::::::: possibly : more frequent advection over the Arctic region (Young et al., 2017) . Thus, it is expected to have an impact on the annual Arctic RF means and Arctic amplification.
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